The Chief Mechanical Engineers  
All Indian Railways

Sub:- Examination of BCACM and BCACBM autocar wagons.  
Ref:- This office letter of even number dated 03.11.2015

Vide letter under reference, Railway Board had accorded permission to run BCACM and BCACBM autocar rakes of M/s Maruti Suzuki and M/s APL Logistics on CC pattern from their respective bases at Tughlakabad/NR and Melppakam (MLPM)/SR with BPC validity of 7500km/30 days, whichever is earlier, pattern on provisional basis for six months on trial basis.

The operation/performance report from the Railways concerned has not been received as yet. It is not desirable to make any changes in the existing examination pattern of BCACM and BCACBM auto-car rakes in absence of the pending report.

Therefore, it has been decided to further extend the running of BCACM and BCACBM autocar rakes of M/s Maruti Suzuki and M/s APL Logistics on CC pattern for another six months or till further advice, whichever is earlier, from their respective bases at Tughlakabad/NR and Melppakkam (MLPM)/SR with BPC validity of 7500kms/30 days whichever is earlier on the same routes as specified vide this office letter of even number dated 03.11.2015.

This issues with the approval of Board (MM & MT).

Copy to:-
(i)AM(TT)/RB  
(ii)EDTT/S/RB  
(iii)EDS(Wagon)/RDSO  
(iv)ED/CAMTECH/Gwalior

For kind information please.

(Rajesh Kumar)  
Dir. Mech. Engg. (Frt)  
Railway Board.